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1 Overview
ProximaX is a next-generation Integrated and Distributed Ledger Technology (“IaDLT”)
development platform powered by blockchain technology. Known as ProximaX Sirius, it is
supported by a multitude of plug-ins (core-services) such as streaming, storage,
and Supercontracts; held together by a common blockchain protocol for
identification, incentivization, message recording, state management and asset
exchange. With the blockchain protocol having a standardized framework, further core
services can be plugged-in to utilize the platform’s extendable infrastructure.

Figure 1. Technology Stack

The ProximaX Sirius platform is a paradigm shift in decentralized services, resulting from the
natural evolution of the original open decentralized systems. It is designed to meet current
challenges faced by users and developers. A distinctive feature of ProximaX Sirius is its everexpanding ecosystem of diverse node actors, each providing their own unique services
wrapped in an accessible application programming interface (“API”) through a set of software
development kits (“SDKs”) and HTTP/S endpoints.
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The ProximaX project allows developers to create their own decentralized applications
(“DApps”) and system solutions for commercial use. The immense flexibility and breadth of
use cases brought by ProximaX Sirius’ multiple core services include, among others, KYC
processes, business continuity, video streaming, health, identity, IoT devices and robotics, big
data applications, records and reporting systems, traceability, legal and notary services, land
registry, trade finance, payment and settlement, security issuance, management and
exchange, workforce collaboration, messaging, and supply chain management.
Given that the platform’s scope of capabilities is broad, it is imperative that it be made up of
different sub-components (core services), each with its own ecosystem. All sub-components
are then held together by the blockchain protocol (Sirius Chain), which acts as the platform’s
backbone.

1.1 Sirius Chain
Sirius Chain is the platform’s blockchain used to record all actions and events that occur within
the ecosystem of core services. Blockchain is an innovative technology for handling data by
redefining a structure (block) and securing data using different cryptographic techniques to
chain those data structures together. This simple concept of chaining blocks enables data to
be stored in a trustless manner while incorporating high security using encryption techniques.
Given that it handles data, it then becomes possible to structure data according to specific
business use cases. This is where Sirius Chain comes in.
Sirius Chain provides out of the box structures, or as termed in the blockchain industry,
“contracts” that can be used for different business purposes. For example, digital tokens can
be created to represent real world assets and be used as part of the process of digitalizing
businesses. Another good example is the tokenization of services, each token representing
a unit of measure, such as for “work done”. All of these can be achieved with Sirius Chain.
Each core service layer requires a level of representation on the blockchain. These
representations need to be aligned with their intentions, and for that, ProximaX introduces
“service units”. These units are technically digital token contracts that can be defined on Sirius
Chain. With service units, the platform is able to create a token economy framework for
incentivization that is tied up with node reputation, thereby enhancing the overall utility,
performance, and security of the network.
Sirius Chain is a fork of NEM’s Catapult, which has been improved to better accommodate the
demand load extended core services and side-chains place on the network. The consensus
algorithm by default, uses Proof of Stake which incorporates wealth and age as part of the
node reputation system that in turn dictates the chances of a node validating transactions. An
extended reputation input called Proof of Greed ensures that no node can be too “greedy”
when accepting transactions with large fees while still considering the block generation time.
This provides for a fairer network where responsibility and incentives are distributed across
the blockchain node ecosystem.
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On top of the blockchain there are the core services. Each of these core services is a platform,
with its own ecosystem and token economy that utilizes the blockchain protocol.

1.2 Sirius Storage
Sirius Storage is a Distributed File Management System (“DFMS”) that enables the storing of
binary (structured and unstructured) data into a collection of peer-to-peer storage devices
hosted by different owners (therefore trustless) and pre-selected by the network driven
consensus algorithm. The binary data is encrypted at the protocol level and split into smaller
chunks that are then replicated across a consensus-based selection of storage nodes
(Replicators). These storage nodes are identified and incentivized for “work done” (storage)
via the blockchain using the public key infrastructure (“PKI”) and multisignature contracts to
facilitate the incentive scheme.
In addition to Sirius Storage being a storage platform, it is also the repository
for Supercontracts. Storage nodes act as Executor nodes, which not only store the
code that belongs to Supercontracts, but also have a virtual machine that facilitates code
execution.

1.3 Supercontracts
Supercontracts are executable code that consist of a logical flow for digital contract
obligations. The executable code itself is stored in storage nodes which are also
responsible for the execution of Supercontracts. Execution is “work done”, and therefore it
is incentivized.

1.4 Sirius Streaming
The Sirius Streaming platform comes in two forms. There is storage streaming where data is
pre-recorded or persisted on Sirius Storage and streamed to different viewers. And there is
live streaming where data is recorded live, transmitted and immediately distributed to viewers.
Storage streaming uses Sirius Storage as an entry-point of action. Pre-recorded data that is
streamed out to viewers (consumers) will come from storage nodes that have agreed to
stream.
Live streaming on the other hand, uses a different process altogether. It uses a set of nodes
that distributes and replicates data streams real time across different viewers.

1.5 Sirius Database
Sirius Database is an optional external platform that uses document-based storage with added
blockchain properties using Tendermint as its consensus algorithm. This service is available
as a private offering only, and is not part of the public platform. Applications that need a
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database as part of their solution can run this as a distributed and adjunct service while
utilizing core services that are available in the public network, thereby giving the option of
a hybrid network configuration.

1.6 Sirius Content Review
Content Review is an additional core service that can be used by content managers to facilitate
a consensus-based review process on the entire network. It allows for censorship of content
based on this consensus review process.

2 Tokenomics
As with all public decentralized networks, tokenomics design and implementation are crucial
for their sustainability and governance. The purpose of tokenomics is to define common
economic incentive frameworks for “work done”, tied together with a reputation system. The
incentivization scheme ensures that all participants are properly incentivized with aligned
interests and work together to reach an optimum outcome for the entire network, thereby
maximizing returns for each participant and ensuring network existence.
The basic principles adopted in ProximaX’s tokenomics design include:
●
●
●
●

Self-organization and synergy of rational behavior of system elements.
Adaptability to adverse tactics and internal attacks.
Fuel the use of the core services in the infrastructure
Extendible infrastructure to facilitate plug-ins for inclusion of additional core services.

2.1 Token Ecosystem
ProximaX Sirius’ token ecosystem consists of the following:
Internal:
●
●
●

ProximaX’s Native Token (XPX): Powers the blockchain layer and is used to
pay for platform services.
Service units: Quantifiable units of measure for the provision of platform
services.
Custom tokens (mosaics): Can be created to power the internal economy of a
decentralized application (“DApp”) (and more, see section 5.5.3.).
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External:
●

Payments made by end-consumers: Any payment method can be integrated
with an application, for tokens and fiat.

Figure 2. Tokenomy Ecosystem

2.2 Native Token (XPX)
The blockchain protocol dictates the native currency that will be in circulation. For Sirius Chain
it will be XPX (prx:xpx). The platform's multiple services are tied to the blockchain protocol.
Therefore, consumers that want to utilize the platform’s services need to pay in XPX.
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2.3 Service Units
XPX is used to subscribe to the ProximaX Sirius public network in exchange for service units
through an Automated Inner Exchange (see section 2.5.). Service units can be compared to
Ethereum’s Gas token, which is consumed by the Ethereum network to execute smart
contracts. In ProximaX Sirius, the presence of several integrated services benefit from the
use of several types of “Gas”, called service units.
Service units are used:
1. by consumers to pay for platform services;
2. to incentivize nodes for running a service; and
3. to represent the capacity of a node for providing a service.
Types of service units:
●
●
●
●

Storage unit (SO) for data storage. A unit represents the ability to store data. 1 SO
corresponds to 1 GB of space per month.
Streaming unit (SM) for streaming. A unit represents the data motion between nodes
or nodes and consumers. 1 SM corresponds to 1 streamed GB.
Supercontract unit (“SC”) for execution of Supercontracts. 1 SC corresponds to 1
Supercontract instruction code.
Review unit (RW) for feedback and content review. 1 RW corresponds to 1 XPX worth
of paid content.

This approach enables ProximaX Sirius to have a multidimensional inner economy where
service units are used to power services rendered by different node actors. This approach
helps facilitate the future expansion of the platform’s services by enabling the creation of new
types of service units (i.e. AI/ML unit; Distributed Computing unit).
Initial proposed service unit rates in equivalent XPX (subject to change):
●
●
●
●

1 SO = USD 0.004
1 SM = USD 0.02
1 SC = USD 0.000005
1 RW = USD 0.005

2.4 Custom Tokens (Mosaics)
Mosaics are in-built contracts pre-defined on the blockchain protocol to enable consumers to
create digital asset representations on the platform. For example, mosaics can represent a
currency, a consumption measurement, or any physical real world assets. They can be used
to power a DApp’s inner economy or for crowdfunding.
Mosaics are defined by their respective namespace and can be customized with unique
properties, which include:
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-

divisibility;
duration;
initial supply;
supply mutability (i.e., changeable quantity); and
transferability.

Figure 3. Mosaic creation

2.5 Automated Inner Exchange
The Automated Inner Exchange is a layer two solution built on top of Sirius Chain to facilitate
the exchange between the platform’s native token (XPX) and the defined service units. With
Sirius Chain’s capability of creating custom and pre-defined plug-ins using a common
framework, ProximaX developed an inner exchange to wrap the complexity behind
exchanging multiple internal tokens into a simple and functional process, so that consumers
can easily utilize the platform’s core services.
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Figure 4. Automated Inner Exchange

As well as creating services via applications vertically on top of the platform, developers can
also create their own core service and corresponding token economies using ProximaX
Sirius’s expandable infrastructure. In the event that a custom or new core service is
introduced, the Automated Inner Exchange can be used to exchange new types of service
units. A good example would be the creation of a new service unit for a search engine core
service.

3 Node Ecosystem
In any decentralized system, it is important to define the set of actors that will work on a
designated task. The ProximaX Sirius platform has several actors in its ecosystem due to its
multiple core services.
To accommodate the multiple ecosystems, there are currently three server node types that
can perform different functions simultaneously.
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3.1 Node Servers
Node servers are single binary code that need to be installed by node owners to participate in
the network.

3.1.1 Blockchain
The blockchain server enables transaction validation in the network. Given that Sirius Chain
uses Proof of Stake, node owners need to have a level of stake to participate. The level of
stake is relative to their chances of validating a transaction and earning fees.

3.1.2 Storage
The storage server enables the contribution of storage space to the network. A storage node
owner needs to stake by obtaining SO units, which represent a node’s storage capacity.

3.1.3 Streaming
The streaming server code uses bandwidth resources to host a data stream. A streaming
node owner needs to stake by obtaining SM units, which represent a node’s streaming
capacity.

3.2 Node Actors
Servers are independent from one another. Each has a unique action and response relevant
to particular events that occur in the network. The following table shows the server types and
their corresponding node actors.

Physical Server
Node Type
Blockchain

Node Actor

Work Done

Platform Service

Consensus

Validator Node

Collects
transactions
from a
transaction
pool and forges
blocks.

Blockchain

Proof of Stake;
Proof of Greed

Validator Verifier
Node

Verifies if
transactions
have been
correctly
validated, and
replaces faulty
nodes.

Blockchain

Proof of Stake
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Storage

Acceptor Node

Provides reliable
information
delivery or file
propagation to
Replicators and
end-consumers.

Distributed
storage

Replicates files
and stores
replicated
content.

Distributed
storage

Executor Node

Retrieves and
stores
Supercontract
source code,
executes the
code, and stores
execution
results.

Supercontracts

Proof of Storage;
Proof of Stake

Storage Verifier
Node

Verifies the
correctness and
availability of
storage, and
replaces faulty
nodes.

Distributed
storage

Proof of Storage

Stream
Discovery Node

Maintains a list
of authenticated
streaming
nodes.

Live streaming

Proof of
Bandwidth

Stream Landing
Node

Receives
Live streaming
content from a
Stream Sender
and broadcasts
it to one or more
Stream
Distributor nodes
and/or Stream
Receivers. A
Stream Landing
node is selected
from a list of
Stream Verifier
nodes.

Proof of
Bandwidth

Stream Verifier
Node

Verifies live
streaming
status, reports
performance of

Proof of
Bandwidth

Replicator Node

Streaming

Proof of Storage

Storage
streaming
Proof of Storage

Storage
streaming

Storage
streaming

Live streaming
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Stream Landing
nodes to a
Stream Sender,
which can trigger
re-election of
faulty Stream
Landing nodes.
Stream
Distributor Node

Multiplies
content (fan-out)
and distributes it
to one or more
Stream
Receivers.

Live streaming

Proof of
Bandwidth

Stream Sender

Broadcasts live
streaming data
(sender, start
point).

Live streaming

Proof of
Bandwidth

Stream Receiver

Receives
streaming data
(recipient, end
point).

Live streaming

Proof of
Bandwidth

N/A

Censorship
Node

Removes and
bans content.

Content review

Proof of Stake

N/A

Run Initiator
Node

Creates an initial
transaction for
the execution of
a Supercontract.

Supercontracts

N/A

Table 1. Node actors

3.3 Node Onboarding and Offboarding
A network participant can opt to provide one or more services by installing the software
required on either their hardware or virtual machines.
1. Blockchain service: Validator; Validator Verifier.
2. Storage service: Acceptor; Replicator; Executor; Storage Verifier.
3. Streaming service: Stream Landing; Stream Distributor; Stream Receiver; Stream
Verifier.
Depending on the service selected, the network participant will need to:
1. Review user guides: Follow step-by-step guidelines on how to contribute services.
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2. Download software: Install the required node(s) by downloading software.
3. Generate keys: Create or use existing keys.
4. Set up profile: Create a node profile for authentication, reputation, and communication
between node actors.
5. Obtain service units: Swap XPX for service units.
To leave the network, service units are swapped back for XPX using the Automated Inner
Exchange, and software is uninstalled to offboard the node(s).

4 Platform Consumers and Applications
The entire platform is consumable via REST APIs that are bundled alongside the available
SDKs. Since the platform can primarily act as a streaming and data store, virtually any type
of application can utilize the platform for its specific use case. In a decentralized ecosystem,
applications can be categorized as either a decentralized application (“DApp”), a semicentralized application, or a non-decentralized application, all of which are consumers that can
utilize the platform.
Each of these applications can either be a direct user of the platform’s core services (B2B) or
an application that uses the platform to provide services to its own end-consumers (B2B2C).
Given the broad usage of the platform, it is important to have abstract functions that all types
of consumers can use.

4.1 Application Onboarding
Any application owner that builds on top of the platform has to onboard their application. There
are several ways to do this and it solely depends on how an application will utilize the platform
and design their respective applications.
Application owners can use the following core component features:
●
●
●
●
●

account;
namespace;
mosaic;
metadata; and
Supercontracts.

4.1.1 Account
Accounts are an essential identification infrastructure used by Sirius Chain. An account is
needed by an application to consume any type of service.
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4.1.2 Namespace
Sirius Chain has a built-in plugin called namespace. This is an essential plugin that can be
used to create a “domain” representation of a business. A good example of a known
equivalent is a web domain, where the namespace is the domain name. This domain name
represents the name of a business in the real world, and the same can be done in Sirius Chain.

4.1.3 Mosaic
A mosaic is a digital representation of an asset or a unit of measure that may or may not be
associated with a namespace. To put it into perspective, it can represent a coin, a share, a
unique piece of object or even an animal or person that is unique.

4.1.4 Metadata
Sirius Chain has an extension called metadata. Metadata is extended data on pre-defined
plugins such as accounts, namespace, and mosaics. This is a key-pair value that can be
associated with these pre-built plugins which is needed if you have an application that relies
on third-party services via unified resource locations (“URLs”).

4.1.5 Supercontracts
Sirius Chain has an executable contract service called Supercontracts. Application
developers can either use the platform’s pre-existing contracts or create custom ones that fit
their needs. Supercontracts run in a distributed manner, through a pre-agreed consensus
mechanism. They can rely on external oracles. Supercontracts can be halted, restarted, amended, augmented and discontinued through this consensus mechanism. It
is not on-chain and therefore does not disturb the sanctity of the blockchain should there be
any serious problems that may occur with the service.

4.2 Application Offboarding
With traditional digital contracts, the only way to offboard an application is to update an
external dependency, rather than closing the application via its backend. This is a
cumbersome and time-consuming process.
With Supercontracts, it is much simpler. As the code belonging to a Supercontract resides
in Sirius Storage, to offboard an application, a developer simply needs to close their
Sirius Storage drive, which makes a Supercontract’s code unavailable to end-users.
Alternatively, if it is not yet executed, parties to a Supercontract can leave it as it is,
meaning they do not sign-off for it to be executed.
If it is already executed, then an execution process can be stopped, but this “stop request”
needs to be signed off by participants through a pre-agreed consensus mechanism.
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5 Sirius Chain
Sirius Chain is based on the latest version of NEM’s blockchain called “Catapult” (Dragon
version). Catapult provides a predefined set of features that are applicable to most if not all
business use cases. This makes Sirius Chain extremely attractive for building any type of
service either as an extension or as an application vertically on top. ProximaX Sirius relies on
Sirius Chain to facilitate transactions for the platform’s core services. Given that Sirius Chain
will perform some “heavy-lifting”, ProximaX developers further enhanced some of Catapult’s
core elements, in turn improving its performance.
Sirius Chain uses a Proof-of-Stake (“PoS”) consensus algorithm which is arguably the most
effective and performant algorithm scheme. It is the best fit for the platform as it is
economically efficient, and has minimal hardware resource requirements, making it easier to
invite blockchain participants, and balance the network.

5.1 Sirius Chain Goals
For a digital economy to be based on a fully decentralized peer-to-peer ecosystem, ProximaX
kept the following goals in mind when developing Sirius Chain.
-

Ability to process transactions securely, quickly and efficiently, at a rate of thousands
per minute or more.
Provide incentives to encourage existing and new participants to expand and secure
the network.
Scale globally with a minimal resource footprint.
Offer a range of basic transaction types that launch cryptocurrencies past their core
use of a payment system alone.
Provide an agile architecture that facilitates the addition of new core services, and the
creation and deployment of advanced applications.
Be able to run on a broad range of devices, including mobile phones and IoT.

5.2 Sirius Chain Tokenomics
As with all blockchain implementations, it is important to establish the token economy basis of
XPX. XPX is the native token that will be used by all consumers that utilize the platform’s core
services, and to incentivize node actors.
A consumer needs to pay XPX to use the public platform. A node Validator will receive XPX
as a fee for validating transactions and forging new blocks (“work done”). Each block consists
of transactions that have fees attached. The fees are summed together to create a “block
reward” which is then split among the different Validators that participated in the process.
To participate as a basic consumer (a non-developer), Sirius Chain can be utilized via the
ProximaX Sirius Wallet, which has ready-to-use applications that connect and interact with
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Sirius Chain. In the wallet, a default fee strategy is applied for each interaction a consumer
makes.
To participate as a Validator node, a participant needs to stake XPX since the consensus
algorithm uses Proof of Stake. Based on ProximaX’s simulation experiments on revenue that
a Validator can earn, the following Validator staking amounts are recommended:
●
●

Recommended minimum stake = 250,000 XPX
Recommended stake = 2,500,000 XPX

The amount that is staked is then tied to the participant’s account by the Validator software.
Once the Validator software is running, it will attempt to gain validation work. If the Validator
node is successful at being selected for work by the Proof of Stake consensus algorithm, it
will participate in a block generation process, and receive a split from block rewards.

5.3 Sirius Chain Default Fee Structure
The following table is the default fee structure incorporated into ProximaX’s SDKs
(recommended transaction price for consumers) and servers (recommended transaction price
for Validators).
Transaction
Type

Min
Size

Max
Size

Recommended
transaction price for
consumers*

Recommended
transaction price for
Validators*

US * 10-6

XPX

US * 10-6

XPX

Transfer
Transaction

24
bytes

1,048
bytes

4,192

1.048

1,467.2

0.3668

Metadata
Transaction

122
bytes

11,642
bytes

46,568

11.642

16,298.8

4.0747

Mosaic
Definition
Transaction

15
bytes

60
bytes

240

0.06

84

0.021
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Mosaic Supply
Change
Transaction

17
bytes

68

0.017

23.8

0.00595

Register
Namespace
Transaction

26
bytes

90
bytes

360

0.09

126

0.0315

Address
AliasTransaction

-

34
bytes

136

0.034

47.6

0.0119

Mosaic Alias
Transaction

-

17
bytes

68

0.017

23.8

0.00595

Modify Multisig
Account
Transaction

3
bytes

333
bytes

1,332

0.333

466.2

0.11655

Aggregate
Complete
Transaction

4
bytes

33,440
bytes

133,760

33.44

46816

11.704

Aggregate
Bonded
Transaction

4
bytes

33,440
bytes

133,760

33.44

46816

11.704

Hash Lock
Transaction

-

56
bytes

224

0.056

78.4

0.0196

Cosignature
Transaction

-

96
bytes

384

0.096

134.4

0.0336

Account
Properties
Address
Transaction

2
bytes

6,377
bytes

25,508

6.377

8,927.8

2.23195
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Account
Properties
Mosaic
Transaction

2
bytes

2,042
bytes

8168

2.042

2,858.8

0.7147

Account
Properties Entity
Type
Transaction

2
bytes

512
bytes

2,048

0.512

716.8

0.1792

Secret Lock
Transaction

-

114
bytes

456

0.114

159.6

0.0399

Secret Proof
Transaction

77
bytes

1,067
bytes

4,268

1.067

1,493.8

0.37345

Account Link
Transaction

-

33
bytes

132

0.033

46.2

0.01155

*Rate used:
Size, byte

US $

XPX

1

4*10-6

0.001

Table 2. Sirius Chain Fee Structure

SDKs will be pre-configured with the following default fee structure strategy:
High transaction fee = Recommended transaction price for consumer * 0.025
Medium transaction fee = Recommended transaction price for consumer * 0.0025
Low transaction fee = Recommended transaction price for consumer * 0.00025
When a consumer needs to create their own mosaic or namespace, a rental fee is paid
in order to use the mosaic and namespace. The rental fee is transferred to a sink account.
The following fees are configured in the genesis nodes that dictates the rental fees:
●

Mosaic rental fee = 10,000 XPX one-time payment
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●

Namespace rental fee = 10,000 XPX per year

5.4 Sirius Chain Node Onboarding and Offboarding
In a decentralized network, every node should go through an onboarding process.
Onboarding a node requires an understanding of the potential rewards and risks.
For Sirius Chain, a participant will first need to download the node software, and generate an
account or import an existing account. The node software will then perform a verification
process using the account’s history, age and wealth to determine the node’s reputation (see
Sirius Chain Consensus Algorithms, section 5.6.). The software will then commence the
process of finding validation work to earn a share of block rewards. Rewards earned are
transferred to the node’s account.
To offboard a node, the node owner simply needs to uninstall the Validator software.

Figure 5. Blockchain Validators
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5.5 Sirius Chain Core Functions
Sirius Chain has the following in-built features:
- account;
- namespaces;
- mosaics;
- metadata;
- multi-level multisignature;
- cross-chain transactions; and
- aggregated transactions.

5.5.1 Account
An account is a key pair, which consists of two types: private and public key. It is associated
with a mutable state stored on the Sirius Chain. In other words, you have a “deposit box” in
the blockchain, which only you can modify with your key pair. As the name suggests, the
private key has to be kept secret. Anyone with access to the private key ultimately has control
over the account.

5.5.2 Namespaces
Namespaces allows you to create an on-chain unique place for your business and your assets
on Sirius Chain.
A namespace starts with a name that you choose, similar to an internet domain name. If one
account creates a namespace, that will appear as unique in the Sirius Chain ecosystem.
You can associate a name with an account address or a mosaic identifier by announcing an
alias transaction. What binds namespaces and assets are called "long account addresses"
and recognizable "mosaics identifiers”.

5.5.3 Mosaics
Mosaics are part of what makes the platform unique and flexible. They are fixed assets on
Sirius Chain that can represent a set of multiple identical assets that do not change.
A mosaic can be a token, but it can also be a collection of more specialized assets such as
reward points, shares, bonds, warrants, signatures, status flags, votes, or even other
currencies.
Mosaic can also be given unique properties: divisibility; duration; initial supply; supply
mutability; transferability. These properties may be used to establish limitations and controls.
For example, supply can be altered to control price inflation; transferability can be limited to
control how a mosaic is utilized.
If a mosaic represents a similar class of assets, such as the XPX token (which is actually a
mosaic), then it is fungible. The opposite is true: if it represents a unique asset, then it is not
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fungible. An example would be a unique piece of land. A piece of land of exactly the same
size with another piece of land is not fungible as it is unique.

5.5.4 Metadata
Data stored on Sirius Chain such as accounts, namespaces and mosaics are all immutable
by default, which limits the flexibility of storing additional data that needs to be associated to
these state objects.
Metadata solves this by creating a data attachment to the predefined objects on Sirius Chain,
therefore creating a level of flexibility to storing data. Metadata is a way for storing custom
data in Sirius Chain. It can be added, updated and deleted. An account can add metadata to
its address, its namespaces, and the mosaics that it owns.

5.5.5 Multilevel Multisignature
Multilevel multisignature is used for creating multilevel agreements on Sirius Chain. In a
typical blockchain implementation, multisignature is an agreement between multiple parties
having custodian to a specific account (mostly called sub-account, and child account). Sirius
Chain has extended this function to create multiple levels of agreements, making it more useful
for systems that require a workflow or a comprehensive approval process.

5.5.6 Cross-chain Transactions
Cross-chain transactions are transactions between two Sirius chains, be they private or public
chains. It is a very useful transaction mechanism to exchange assets between two parties
residing in different chains. Also called “atomic swap”, it involves locking up funds in the chain
of the sending party(ies) and then issuance of such assets in the receiving party’s chain.
This type of cross-chain transfers open up a lot of use cases. For example, if a private
blockchain needs to use XPX from the mainnet public chain for its internal economy, it can
send XPX from the mainnet chain to power the private chain. The private chain may require
the storage of their data in the mainnet platform. This can be done by sending the XPX from
the private chain into the mainnet public chain.
Cross-chain in the Sirius platform uses the lock fund concept, where the fund is locked upon
crossing chains and then unlocked in the reverse.
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Figure 6. Cross-Chain Transactions

5.5.7 Aggregate Transactions
Aggregate Transactions merge multiple transactions into one batch of transactions, allowing
trustless swaps, and other advanced logic. Sirius Chain does this by generating a one-time
disposable contract. When all involved accounts have cosigned the aggregate transaction, all
the inner transactions (i.e., transactions aggregated in the batch) are executed
simultaneously.

5.6 Sirius Chain Consensus Algorithms
Like any blockchain implementation, a fair and autonomous network ecosystem will always
have a consensus mechanism that determines the different participating actors for a service.
Sirius Chain uses Proof of Stake (“PoS”) and Proof of Greed (“PoG”).
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5.6.1 Proof of Stake Optimization
ProximaX has selected PoS as its consensus algorithm for Sirius Chain, which incorporates
wealth and age as part of the node reputation system that in turn dictates the chances of a
node validating transactions. PoS is more economically efficient and has better performance
than Proof of Work (“PoW”), making it a more attractive network for participants. PoS is also
relatively easier to scale up, which is vital for the continued expansion of ProximaX Sirius’ core
services.
ProximaX uses NXT’s PoS as a reference and then enhanced it, as it is arguably one of the
most established and mature forms of a PoS implementation. First, parameters are
discovered that give better control over the duration required to sign (validate) a block. And
secondly, its further expansion has solved the problem of long blocks by providing a more
"concentrated" block time. The selected parameters prevents Zero-fee Attacks (see section
5.7.1.) and encourage nodes to take an average commission fee for creating a block.
In the standard version, Nxt blocks are generated every 60 seconds on average. With
ProximaX's modifications, blocks are generated every 15 seconds on average. Given that the
full token supply already exists after the genesis block is validated, the blockchain state is
redistributed through the inclusion of transaction fees which are rewarded to an account when
it successfully creates and validates a block. This process is known as “validating”, and is
similar to the mining concept found in PoW.

5.6.2 Proof of Greed Extension
In the PoS model used by Sirius Chain, network security is governed by peers having a stake
in the network. Although the incentives provided by Nxt’s algorithm do not promote
centralization in the same way that PoW algorithms do, ProximaX has created a new
mechanism that decentralizes the block forging process even further. This mechanism is
called Proof of Greed (“PoG”). It is an extended reputation input that ensures no node can
be too “greedy” when accepting transactions with large fees while still considering the block
generation time.
In PoG, consumers that want to execute a transaction on Sirius Chain will first need to offer
the maximum fee that they are willing to pay. Unconfirmed transactions form a transactions
pool, from which Validators take transactions, create their own blocks, and request a fee that
is not more than the maximum specified by a consumer. Then the selection process begins.
PoG’s algorithm takes into account not only the stake and age of a Validator, but also the size
of the fee requested. The less fee a Validator requests, the higher the possibility that its block
will be recorded on Sirius Chain.
PoG also solves another major problem found in other blockchain networks, this being that
there is no fee adjustment framework. With PoG, the fee size is adjustable for both consumers
and Validators.
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5.7 Potential Sirius Chain Attack
5.7.1 Zero-fee Attack
If PoG’s focus is on penalizing greedy Validators, then the question that arises is whether
there is a potential vulnerability if Validators behave in a complete opposite manner, by
validating transactions for free. The scenario of a Zero-fee Attack is where malicious
Validators attempt to manipulate the PoG algorithm by taking zero fees, and as a result, forge
the most blocks and potentially take control of the network.
To combat this, mathematical parameters have been included in the PoG algorithm to ensure
that Validators that take an average fee have a higher chance of forging a block. This
eliminates the possibility of a Zero-fee Attack.

5.7.2 Large-stake Attack
In PoS, the wealthiest and oldest Validators are more likely to be selected for validating
transactions. This could become a vulnerability for the network if a Validator with a 51% stake
decides to launch a Large-stake Attack by maliciously attempting to take control of the
network, earn the majority of fees, and even reverse transactions.
With PoG, this can be prevented. PoG ensures that there is a fair spread when it comes to
selecting and rewarding Validators, meaning that even a Validator with a small stake has a
chance of having its block recorded on Sirius Chain.

6 Core Services
Core services are predefined plug-ins. Whilst Sirius Chain provides for each service node a
decentralized immutable ledger for statistics and reporting using transactions, core services
also use Sirius Chain as a source of robust logic for performing services with economic
incentives.
Building services on top of a blockchain is quite challenging, as it requires developers to have
a comprehensive understanding of the distributed nature of blockchain technology. In order
to make developing on blockchain more accessible to a wider developer community, ProximaX
integrated a universal set of core services with Sirius Chain.
At the time of writing, there are five core services:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

blockchain;
storage;
streaming (storage streaming and live streaming);
Supercontracts; and
content review.
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In addition, there is an optional distributed database that uses Tendermint as its consensus
algorithm which is only available as a private platform offering, using what we define as part
of a hybrid model, straddling between a public and a private network.

7 Sirius Storage
Most applications and system solutions require storage. To make ProximaX Sirius a holistic
development platform, it was imperative that storage be added as one of its core services.
Sirius Storage is able to store all types of binary data, be it graphic, video, or just text. The
advantages that a decentralized storage service has over similar centralized cloud services is
its ability to scale beyond centralized models, and keep pricing competitive due to the absence
of intermediaries and there being an open market for storage services.
Sirius Storage can provide reliable storage of files of arbitrary nature. The level of reliability is
determined by the user of the storage drive and is significantly related to the level of payment
made.

7.1 Sirius Storage Node Actors
Sirius Storage implementation is based on consumers such as DApps issuing storage
requests that are recorded in the form of transactions on Sirius Chain. Upon these storage
requests being accepted by Acceptor nodes and fulfilled by Replicator nodes, a storage
service is activated.
Acceptors are propagators of files for Replicators that then store these files. Acceptors charge
for bandwidth (SM), to transfer file data, and Replicators charge for both storage space (SO)
and bandwidth.
The Sirius Storage actors are:
●
●
●

Acceptors: Nodes that provide file propagation for Replicators and file delivery for endconsumers.
Replicators: Nodes that replicate files and store replicated content.
Storage Verifiers: Nodes that identify Replicators that no longer store the required files
or have gone offline, and if identified, initiate further replications of those files.

A network contributor can choose to be any one, two, or all three of the above node actors.

7.2 Sirius Storage Tokenomics
In a decentralized network of services, it is important to establish the economic elements that
dictates supply and demand. Similar to traditional economic models present in centralized
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services, Sirius Storage has a model to cater for and incentivize multiple decentralized nodes
that perform “work”. This is where the storage token economy framework comes into play.

Figure 7: Storage Tokenomics

7.2.1 XPX Token
ProximaX’s native token (XPX) is used by consumers to pay for distributed storage services.
The fee required is based on the market value of storage, which will be dictated by a free
market economy model. The Automated Inner Exchange takes care of converting XPX to
service units, which in turn is paid to the nodes.
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7.2.2 Service Units
A token economy framework is built specifically for Sirius Storage. Storage units (SO) are
needed to store files, and streaming units (SM) are needed to stream file data between nodes.
These service units represent the monetary asset and capacity within the storage ecosystem,
which are used:
1. by consumer to pay for service fees;
2. to incentivize nodes for running a service; and
3. to represent the capacity of a node for providing a service.

7.2.3 External Payment Methods
External to the platform are different tokens running on different chains. These tokens are
designed to be used in their own ecosystem. However, since all chains have common
integration points, be it a custom service or a RESTFul API, there will always be a way to build
a common payment gateway between them. External payment methods can also include fiat
as a traditional means. Consumers can then convert external tokens into XPX that can then
be used to pay for Sirius Storage services.

7.3 Sirius Storage Onboarding and Offboarding
The entire Sirius Storage network relies on multiple storage node owners which form the
backbone of the service. For this reason, having a well defined onboarding and offboarding
process is important. Onboarding a storage node requires a level of understanding and
commitment to the network.
Sirius Storage is designed to deal with critical data that consumers rely on. To participate,
node owners therefore have to prove their capacity and capability. A node owner needs to
obtain service units, then Proof of Storage (see section 7.7) will check if a participating node
is indeed capable of providing the service. Once verified, the storage node is attached to the
network and will be auto-discovered by other peers. The node’s capacity is relative to the
number of service units the node holds.

7.4 Sirius Storage Core Functions
There are several core functions that create an abstract storage management system
capability that directly interacts with Sirius Chain. Given that the platform caters for both
consumers and storage node owners, the abstract core functions are essential for utilizing and
participating in Sirius Storage.

7.4.1 Storage Preparation
Storage preparation is a core function that primarily facilitates the preparation process of the
distributed storage service. When a consumer requests for storage, a protocol level process
ensues and several actors are automatically invited to participate.
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When storage is requested by a consumer, the drive preparation process commences. The
consumer needs to pay XPX, which will then be converted to service units via the Automated
Inner Exchange. Acceptors and Replicators are then invited to agree to a storage contract
(see section 7.5.). Contract conditions include price, storage size, and duration. To agree on
the contractual conditions and show capacity to provide the service, Acceptors stake (deposit)
SM units, and Replicators stake SM and SO units. Once concluded, the contract is announced
to Sirius Chain and confirmed. The storage drive then becomes ready to begin accepting files.

7.4.2 New Storage Replicator
Over the course of the storage drive service, any Replicators can join a contract. This can be
triggered by a consumer wanting to enhance the reliability of service or increase their storage
capacity.

Figure 8. New Replicators
Replicators are configured to actively search for new storage contracts for which they can
participate. But joining requires several prerequisites including actual storage capacity,
location and reputation. Once a Replicator is capable, the protocol then automatically includes
the public key of the chosen Replicator into the contract which will then be part of the crossverification checks amongst the file block holders.
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7.4.3 Upload
After the drive is prepared, there are different actions that can be performed. Like a traditional
hard-disk drive (“HDD”) or solid-state drive (“SSD”), a storage drive should have the capability
to upload a file.

Figure 9. File Upload Process
There are several actors that are needed to upload a file. It starts with a consumer uploading
a file, then an Acceptor “staging” the file, which will then be streamed to Replicators.
Replicators stream the same file to other Replicators which are then verified by Storage
Verifiers. In this process, Replicators act as Storage Verifiers, they verify each other’s capacity
and ensure that services are duly provided.

7.4.4 Delete
One of the common storage operations is “Delete”. It allows a consumer to request the set of
Replicators in the contract to issue a “Delete” command. The Replicators that are part of the
contract will execute the command in their respective environments.

7.4.5 Modify
Another common storage operation is “Modify”. Similar to any file management system, the
“Modify” command allows a consumer to request a change of a specific directory or a file
inside a storage drive. The “Modify” command essentially calls two steps, “Delete” and
“Upload”.
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The first step is to issue a “Delete” command to the Replicators to ensure that the file is
removed from their respective environments. This will remove any trace of references to the
old file both at the storage and blockchain (contract) level. The second and final step is to call
the “Upload” command which will upload a new file to replace the old file that was deleted by
the first step.

7.4.6 Rename
The “Rename” command allows a consumer to rename a specific directory or file in the
storage drive. Given that the name is not part of the content address storage identification
mechanism, there will not be any file content streaming to propagate the change as the
modification is only done at the distributed hash table (“DHT”) level (a lookup service where
value associated with a key can be retrieved).

7.4.7 Copy
Technically, this request is implemented as a reference creation via DHT without blockchain.
Similar to “Rename”, the “Copy” command can be used to copy a specific file from one location to
another inside the storage drive. Given that the file uses content address storage identification,
the computed hash identifier of the file (used to enable the look-up of data in the hash table) will
not be modified. In effect, only the distributed hash tables will be modified.

7.4.8 Directory
“Directory” is a command used to return the list of directories and files in the storage drive. It
can essentially be used by Replicators to evaluate if there is a need to join the contract as a
Replicator to extend the storage capacity.
This request can be initiated by the consumer or by a Replicator that wants to join the storage
contract and store the current drive files. In cases where a consumer executes this command, the
result will be stored in the DHT, where the file structure tree (hierarchical display of files) is located.
If a new node wants to join the storage contract, it will ask Replicators for the file structure tree.

7.4.9 Synchronize
The synchronize command is a low-level request below the common operations that initiates
a synchronization process amongst Replicators that are involved in the storage contract.
Whenever a change in the storage drive occurs (through common operations such as
“Upload”, “Delete”, “Rename”, or “Copy”), this command will list down all of the Replicators
that are part of the contract and send a message to each via a gossip protocol (a peer-to-peer
communication process). The message will include a request to obtain a copy of the latest
DHT, which may or may not have been modified due to the changes in the storage drive, and
sync them to their own replication.
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7.5 Storage Contract
A storage contract is a digital offer and acceptance for the conditions of a storage service. It
is not “legally” binding as such given that it is a decentralized network, but there are
penalties if a contract is not honored. If a Storage Verifier identifies that a Replicator
node is not providing an agreed service, the Replicator’s stake deposited under the
contract is forfeited, and the Replicator loses reputation. The forfeited stake is sent to a
sink account.
Storage contract process:
1. Consumer pays XPX to avail a specific amount of storage.
2. Acceptor is made aware of the storage request. The Acceptor is then paid in SM units,
which are converted from XPX via the Automated Inner Exchange.
3. Replicators that agree to be part of the contract use a self-assigning and discovery
mechanism. These Replicators compete to deposit their SO and SM units, signifying
their capacity to store and stream across different Replicators.
4. Then there is the execution of the contract where all parties agree to participate. This
is all done via an automated process at the protocol level.
When a contract is initiated, a duration must be set. Like any other storage service, a
distributed storage capability can only be rented and not owned, hence a subscription-based
model is required to fulfill a storage request. For a consumer to continuously rent a distributed
storage capacity, payment of XPX under the contract is required on a periodic basis.

7.6 Free Storage Market
In a public network where there is a free storage market, scenarios may arise where it
becomes not possible to store a consumer’s files:
-

Nodes could leave the network at any time and in any quantity.
Replicators with a large storage capacity may become unavailable.
A node owner may create several nodes on the same server with one disk and store
one copy of the file instead of two (node cloning).

In Sirius Storage, the Free Market Protocol can solve these issues by:
-

Making reliability of service directly proportionate to the amount of XPX paid.
Enabling consumers to dynamically control the number of replications that are made
of a file.
Prevent nodes from operating as multiple identities.

7.6.1 Free Market Protocol
To create a more attractive free storage market, the free market protocol is developed. This
protocol enforces a fair pricing amongst storage participants which is primarily driven by a
consensus algorithm. The protocol dictates different schemes internally to ensure that all
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parties (consumer and service provider) benefit fairly. Through this, consumers receive the
appropriate service and service providers (storage and streaming) are incentivized.
To facilitate the protocol, a digital ledger using Sirius Chain is built to create an order book.
This order book stores all the ask prices from consumers, and all the bid prices from
Replicators. In this free storage market, a consumer has the ability to upload a file at a certain
ask price and a Replicator has the ability to bid to store the file. A Replicator’s bid can have a
price point that is either more, less or equal to the consumer’s ask price.
Step-by-step process:
1. Consumer proposes storage contract terms: price (SO and SM units), duration, storage
size, and the level of service reliability.
2. Replicators deposit SO and SM units to show their willingness to participate.
3. The platform informs the consumer of the number of available Replicators and the
reputation of each.
4. If needed, the consumer adjusts the initial proposal with further service units to reach
an agreement with the available Replicators.

The number of Replicators increases based on economic interests present within the
decentralized marketplace. If there are more service units made available by consumers, then
there will be more Replicators. New Replicators will decrease when they become too many.
This is the balance of supply and demand found in a free market, which helps maintain a
competitive and fair service price.
To prevent a node from operating multiple identities in an attempt to undermine the reputation
system, files are encoded with a concatenation of the consumer’s private key and the
Replicators public key, which automatically balances the storage ecosystem.

7.7 Proof of Storage
In a distributed storage network, a replication process is performed to ensure that the data is
intact and can be retrieved at any time. With this pre-assumption, the storage nodes need to
prove that they can and are performing replications. For this, Proof of Storage is used.
Every storage node is challenged by Storage Verifiers (other Replicator nodes) and the
challenge can be resolved by a Replicator showing proof that it indeed has the replication.
Sirius Storage comes with two predefined Proof of Storage schemes:
1. Enhanced Proof of Storage; and
2. Simplified Proof of Storage.

7.7.1 Enhanced Proof of Storage
Enhanced Proof of Storage is the most prominent verification process of the two storage
consensus algorithms. In this enhanced mechanism consensus, when a file is uploaded, a
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process called “sharding” takes place that splits the files into blocks. The blocks are then
scattered across Replicators. These blocks are encrypted with a Replicator’s shared secret
key. The secret key then enables the network to initiate a verification process amongst the
Replicators.
Step-by-step process:
1. Each Replicator splits a file into blocks.
2. Replicators encode each blocks using their secret key and prepare metadata for
verification.
3. Each Replicator sends the file blocks with encrypted relevant metadata to the other
Replicators.
4. If there is a mismatch between the file and its metadata, Replicators agree through
multisignature transactions to make a further replication of the file and remove the faulty
Replicator.

7.7.2 Simplified Proof of Storage
Enhanced Proof of Storage can take time to execute. By contrast, Simplified Proof of Storage
is a basic algorithm that Replicators can use to quickly prove the existence of blocks of files
in their possession. The verification process is a simple ping mechanism using the signature
of the root file as the basis for the ping. Replicators will then efficiently verify if other
Replicators have the same signature of the root file as opposed to verifying each blocks
signature belonging to the file.

8 Sirius Streaming
The Sirius Streaming platform comes in two forms. There is storage streaming where data is
pre-recorded or persisted on Sirius Storage and streamed to different viewers. And there is
live streaming where data is recorded live, transmitted and immediately distributed to viewers.

8.1 Storage Streaming
The storage streaming service is tightly connected with the storage service, as Sirius Storage
provides data loading. The ability to download is available not only for the content owners of
the streamed data, but also for the end-consumers of the streamed data. This opens up the
ability for creating a variety of applications with content distribution functions for different
domains and service policies.

8.1.1 Storage Streaming Goals
The goal of the storage streaming service is to provide an autonomous and economically fair
way of streaming pre-recorded or persisted data from a persistent device such as a Replicator
node.
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8.1.2 Storage Streaming Node Actors
-

Acceptors: Pre-load files to be streamed.
Replicators: Replicate the files and stream file data to end-consumers.
Storage Verifiers: Verify the replicated data across different Replicators.

8.1.3 Fair Streaming Protocol
Allows streaming between nodes that do not know each other yet trust each other through a
common cryptographically signed data.

8.2 Live Streaming
8.2.1 Live Streaming Goals
The goal of live streaming is to create a platform for streaming live data from a single sender
source fanning out to multiple distribution points to one or more receivers in an autonomous
and economically fair way.

8.2.2 Live Streaming Node Actors
-

-

-

Stream Discovery node: Maintains a list of authenticated streaming nodes.
Stream Landing node: Receives content from a Stream Sender and broadcasts it to
one or more Stream Distributor nodes and/or Stream Receivers. A Stream Landing
node is selected from a list of Stream Verifier nodes.
Stream Verifier node: Verifies live streaming status, reports performance of Stream
Landing nodes to a Stream Sender, which can trigger re-election of faulty Stream
Landing nodes.
Stream Distributor node: Multiplies content (fan-out) and distributes it to one or more
Stream Receivers.
Stream Sender: Broadcasts live streaming data (sender, start point).
Stream Receiver: Receives streaming data (recipient, end point).

8.2.3 Routing Presence and Communication Messages
For a node to participate, it needs to first be discovered by a set of decentralized actors named
Discovery nodes, their sole purpose is to maintain a list of authenticated nodes.

8.2.4 Secure Message Passing
ProximaX provides developers with a protocol for highly secure message passing, based on
Tor routing techniques. The corresponding SDK allows a consumer to announce their
“presence” in the system, extend multiple onion routes between any network node, look up
other consumers, and request secure encrypted connections with any other consumer that is
active in the network.
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8.2.5 Real Time Streaming
The ProximaX streaming API will allow developers to create anonymous, and public, live 1-to1 and 1-to-many data, audio and video streams. Rewards are provided to the nodes that
stream the data according to the reward policy. A node can participate in streaming by
providing bandwidth for live streaming, routing presence, communication messages, and
verifying reports on streaming provision and consumption.

8.2.6 Proof of Bandwidth
Bandwidth is a crucial element in any streaming service. In the streaming network, bandwidth
and reputation are necessary to ensure that the consumer is serviced with the best available
nodes that will deliver the data stream from one point to another. In ProximaX Sirius’
streaming service, nodes are expected to provide bandwidth statistics via an indeterministic
process that returns a set of data (time tags) that will be used to determine reputation with
respect to their bandwidth. The stats collected will be weighted as part of the reputation score,
which in turn will affect the probability of each node being selected to service a consumer.

8.2.7 Live Streaming Protocol
Live Streaming Protocol is the method used for peer-to-peer live streaming within the
ecosystem. During a streaming session, reward transactions via the blockchain are avoided
because it could cause unpredictable delays that would detriment streaming performance.
Instead, the solution uses time tags to determine the reputation based on the node’s
bandwidth. The steps on how the live streaming process works are outlined below.

Figure 10. Live Streaming Protocol
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Live Streaming Protocol (1 Stream Sender to N Stream Receivers):
1. The Stream Sender (Alice), or a sponsor willing to pay for the live streaming session,
creates a stream contract with a user-defined SM amount and metadata.
2. Motivated Stream Verifier nodes check their connection between the Stream Sender
and Stream Receivers. Depending on the latency and bandwidth capability result, the
Stream Verifier nodes stake their deposits in SM units accordingly.
3. Stream Sender performs an initial check of the Stream Verifier nodes’ jitter latency and
bandwidth.
4. Stream Sender chooses one of the Stream Verifier nodes to be the initial Stream
Landing node, taking into account deposits and the result of the initial jitter latency and
bandwidth check.
5. The communication from Stream Sender to Stream Receiver is established through
the chosen Stream Landing node.
6. The Stream Sender inserts a unique signed time tag tS with metadata (e.g. block
volume) into the stream content and sends it to the Stream Landing node.
7. Each time a Stream Landing node receives a time tag tS, it confirms it by signing the

time tag tSL and sends it immediately back to the Stream Sender. If the Stream Sender
does not receive the time tag tSL on time, implicating a faulty Stream Landing node,
then the Stream Sender may replace the Stream Landing node from one of the Stream
Verifier nodes.
8. Stream Sender sends the time tag tSL to all Stream Verifier nodes.
9. Stream Landing node transmits the time tag tSL along with stream content to the Stream
Receiver (Bob).
10. Stream Receiver receives the content from the Stream Landing node, it confirms

receipt of the stream content by signing the time tag tSLR. The signed time tag tSLR with
added metadata about stream quality (e.g. received volume) is sent back to the Stream
Landing node as proof that the Stream Receiver has received the stream content.
11. Stream Landing node asserts the Stream Receiver’s proof in order to gain a reward.
The time tag tSLR is considered as proof of successful block streaming since it has to
be signed by both Stream Sender and Stream Landing nodes.
12. If the selected Stream Landing node exhibits poor performance, the Stream Verifier
nodes sends a report to the Stream Sender of the current stream status. The Stream
Sender accumulates reports from all Stream Verifier nodes and makes the analysis of
the Stream Landing node’s performance by comparing the matching tSL and tSLR tags
received. If the number of tSL tags are significantly lower than tSLR , then it implies there
are lost tags caused by a faulty Stream Landing node. The Stream Sender can switch
streaming to a new Stream Landing node by selecting one from the list of Stream
Verifier nodes.
13. On completion, all worker nodes, which includes Stream Verifiers and Stream Landing
nodes, are rewarded based on their contribution during the streaming session.
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Live Streaming Protocol (1 Stream Sender to N Stream Distributors to N Stream Receivers):
In the case when a single Stream Landing node cannot support a sufficiently large bandwidth
for multiple Stream Receivers resulting in a continuous Stream Landing node re-election, then
a Stream Distributor node is needed to distribute the traffic in order to provide better streaming
service.

Figure 11. Streaming Data with N Distributors

The Stream Distributor node interacts with the Stream Landing node and Stream Receivers
in the same manner similar to the previous section (1 Stream Sender to N Stream Receivers).
Both Stream Landing and Stream Distributor nodes share the same set of Stream Verifier
nodes.
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Figure 12. Streaming Multilevel Scheme Switching

9 Supercontracts
Traditional digital contracts that are deployed on a blockchain are immutable. This means that
the address and code of a digital contract cannot be modified, making it impractical for users.
If there is a bug in a digital contract, it cannot be easily fixed. Furthermore, the problem with
storing code from digital contracts on a blockchain is that it can bloat and slow down a network.
Supercontracts resolves this by storing code in Sirius Storage. This way, the code can be
easily executed, stopped, or modified upon obtaining consensus from preestablished authorized parties.
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9.1 Supercontracts Goals
The goal of the Supercontract function is to build an executable code that directly
represents a digital contract that can be custom built to run based on a specific business
use case.

9.2 Supercontracts Node Actors
-

Run initiator Node: A node that creates an initial transaction for the execution of a
Supercontract.
- Acceptor: Provides information delivery and data propagation for Replicators and endconsumers.
- Replicator: Replicates Supercontracts source code and stores the replicated code.
- Executor: Retrieves and stores Supercontract source code, executes the code, and
stores the execution results.

9.3 Supercontracts Tokenomics
There are multiple token economy schemes needed to execute a Supercontracts. This
is primarily because of supercontract’s dependency on the platform’s multiple layers.
First, a Supercontract needs to be loaded onto Sirius Storage which requires a fee to be
paid to the Acceptors and Replicators. Secondly, the Sirius Storage Executors will need
to be incentivized when a request to execute is needed. And thirdly, since the execution
will be recorded as a transaction on Sirius Chain, a fee is also paid to Validators to
confirm the resulting transaction.

9.4 Supercontracts Process
Upload and modification process:
1. A new Supercontract is uploaded into Sirius Storage.
2. A hash is generated that references the Supercontract.
3. To approve the Supercontract, consensus needs to be reached by pre-established
authorised parties via a multisignature transaction.
4. Once approved, the application developer uses a SDK to call the Supercontract.
5. The announcement triggers the execution of the Supercontract.
6. The execution output will result in triggering transactions in Sirius Chain.
Supercontracts can be written in a wide variety of languages including mainstream ones like
Java, C++, Python, C#, Golang, Js and Rust. It does not restrict a developer to learning
any new language to develop a Supercontract.
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9.5 Supercontracts Core Functions
A Supercontract is an object that exists and runs on the distributed ledger and like most
objects that exist in trustless environment, it has its own state during its lifecycle.

9.5.1 Preparation
First, a developer needs to build the Supercontract via an integrated development
environment in their own preferred language. The preparation includes the creation of
the necessary abstract fields that are mandatory to fully comply with the Supercontract
standards.

9.5.2 Upload
Once the Supercontract is built, the binary file that holds the contract will need to be loaded
to Sirius Storage, which will then return an identifier that can be used to uniquely reference
the Supercontract for execution.

9.5.3 Execution
Once the Supercontract is loaded onto the storage, it will then be ready for execution.
The developer needs to build a callback to the contract using Sirius SDK and pass the
identifier for execution.

9.5.4 Results
The result of the contract can either be a success or failure. Results will be recorded on-chain
and selected Executors will be rewarded regardless of the outcome.

9.5.5 Deletion
A Supercontract object can be removed with a multisignature transaction signed by
multiple parties including the creator. When a Supercontract is removed, the entire
codebase is removed from the storage layer.

10 Sirius Database
Sirius Database is available as part of a private or hybrid offering. It uses BigchainDB (“IPDB”)
that stacks MongoDB for a distributed database, with Tendermint used as the consensus
algorithm. This platform service is a database with blockchain properties that has simple
transfer transaction contracts, its own asset management, and metadata storage. Like
blockchain, it also runs in a decentralized manner and maintains MongoDB as its ledger to
store the chain of records identified by a hash.
IPBD is powered by a traditional distributed database in MongoDB which implicitly has
the characteristic of scale (throughput, capacity, and low latency) and is querriable. It is
padded and engineered to have blockchain characteristics such as decentralization,
immutability, data assets, and digitized contracts.
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IPBD writing takes less than a second because validation is based on the consensus of voting
nodes. It has its own querying feature on top that leverages on the underlying documentbased database query functionality.
With it being a decentralized database, it can either stand on its own as part of a backbone
solution or complementary to ProximaX Sirius’ other core services. Sirius Database is a
technology agnostic component as it can also work with technologies outside of ProximaX
Sirius, including Ethereum Virtual Machine and IPFS.
With Sirius Database, applications on top can perform operations that yield the same
result/response as any other decentralized processing technologies via REST APIs. Since it
uses a document-based database as its underlying data store, applications written on top can
take advantage of pre-existing libraries.
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11 Glossary
Acceptor Node

Provides reliable information delivery and file propagation to Replicators
and end-consumers.

Account

Identification infrastructure used by Sirius Chain.

Aggregated
transaction

A batched transaction where multiple transactions are grouped together
to form a single batch that is broadcasted into the blockchain. It can
include trustless swaps where parties can swap their transactions in the
same batch, essentially providing for a myriad of swap types.

Automated Inner
Exchange

Facilitates the exchange between the platform’s native token (XPX) and
service units (SU).

Censorship Node

Removes and bans content.

Content Review unit
(RW)

Quantifiable unit of measure for the provision of content review services.

Core services

Sub-components that utilize the platform’s extendable infrastructure to
provide further distributed and decentralized services; each is a layer in
the platform, with its own ecosystem and token economy, and hinges
onto the blockchain service layer for its existence.

Cross-chain
transactions

Enables trading of tokens across multiple blockchains, for both public
and private, without using an intermediary (e.g. an exchange service).

Distributed Hash
Table

Lookup service where value associated with a key can be retrieved.

Enhanced Proof of
Storage

Extended Proof of Storage to incorporate encryption and data
verification that ultimately affects reputation and incentives.

Executor Node

Retrieves and stores Supercontract source code, executes the
code, and stores the execution results.

Fair Streaming
Protocol

Protocol-level implementation that streams blocks of data from a single
or group of shredded binary file, in a trustless environment.

Free Market
Protocol

A protocol that enforces fair pricing and rewards amongst storage
participants for the provision of storage service, facilitated by a digital
order book ledger that uses Sirius Chain.

Gossip protocol

A method of peer-to-peer communication.
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Integrated and
Distributed Ledger
Technology (IaDLT)

Distributed ledger integrated with other distributed technologies.

Hash identifier

An identifier to facilitate the look-up of data in a hash table.

Live streaming

A subset of Sirius Streaming, where data that is recorded live is
transmitted and immediately distributed to viewers.

Live Streaming
Protocol

Method used for peer-to-peer live streaming within the ecosystem.

Metadata

In-built on the blockchain protocol that enables extended data tags on
predefined plug-ins such as accounts, namespace, and mosaics.

Mosaics

In-built contract on the blockchain protocol that enable the creation of
customizable digital representations on the platform, such as currency,
a consumption measurement, or any physical real world assets. It is
synonymous with “digital assets” or just “assets”.

Multisignature

In-built contract on the blockchain protocol that enables the set up of an
account where more than one private key is required to authorize or
approve a transaction.

Multisignature
Supercontract

A Supercontract whereby the control of the Supercontract is
managed by a set of signatories through a consensus mechanism
that is agreed by the parties concerned.

Namespace

In-built contract on the blockchain protocol that enables the creation of
a domain and subdomains.

Node

A node is a machine or a computer server that exists in a decentralized
or distributed network.

Node cloning

When a node operates multiple identities in an attempt to undermine the
reputation system.

Proof of Storage

A node reputation algorithm to show the amount of storage a node can
provide as a service to the ecosystem.

Proof of Bandwidth

A node reputation algorithm to show the amount of streaming bandwidth
a node can provide as a service to the ecosystem.

Proof of Greed1

An extended reputation algorithm that ensures no node can be too
“greedy” when accepting transactions with large fees.

1

Igor E. Mazurok, Tatyana Y. Kornylova, Yevhen Y. Leonchyk, “Proof of Greed Approach in the Nxt
Consensus”, Scientific Journal of Science, Applied Aspects of Information Technology, Ukraine, Vol. 2
2019.
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Proof of Stake

A node reputation algorithm that incorporates wealth and age to dictate
the chances of a node validating transactions.

ProximaX Sirius

ProximaX’s application development platform, powered by blockchain,
and integrated with distributed and decentralised core services (IaDLT).

Public key
infrastructure

System for authentication, data encryption and digital signatures that
relies on a pair of keys; a private key which is kept secret and a public
key which is broadcasted out to the network.

Replicator Node

Replicates files and stores replicated content.

Run Initiator Node

Creates an initial transaction for the execution of a Supercontract.

Service units (SU)

Quantifiable units of measure (SM,SC,SO, RW) used by the platform’s
multidimensional inner economy to power communication protocols
between the different node actors and to segregate the various core
services.

Simplified Proof of
Storage

Similar to Enhanced Proof of Storage with emphasis on performance.
The key difference between enhanced and simplified is the encryption
mechanism.

Sirius Chain

The blockchain, which acts as the platform’s backbone, that is used to
record all transactions, actions and events that occur within the
ecosystem of core services.

Sirius Content
Review

A core service that provides content managers the ability to facilitate a
consensus-based review process.

Sirius Database

A private platform that provides document-based storage with added
blockchain properties using Tendermint as its consensus algorithm.

Sirius Storage

A core service that provides the storage of binary data into a collection
of peer-to-peer storage devices hosted by different owners and preselected by consensus algorithms.

Sirius Streaming

A core service that provides real time peer-to-peer data streaming,
consisting of both storage streaming and live streaming.

Storage contract

A digital contract that is not “legally” binding, but carries consequences
if service is not honored: forfeiture of service units deposited (staked);
and node reputation downtick .

Storage sponsorship

Enables a third party to contribute XPX or service units to a contract.

Storage streaming

A subset of Sirius Streaming, where data is pre-recorded or persisted
on Sirius Storage and streamed to viewers.
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Storage unit (SO)

Quantifiable unit of measure for the provision of storage services.

Storage Verifier
Node

Verifies the correctness and availability of storage, and replaces faulty
nodes.

Stream Discovery
Node

Maintains a list of authenticated streaming nodes.

Stream Distributor
Node

Multiplies content (fan-out) and distributes it to one or more Stream
Receivers.

Stream Landing
Node

Receives content from a Stream Sender and broadcasts it to one or
more Stream Distributor nodes and/or Stream Receivers. A Stream
Landing node is selected from a list of Stream Verifier nodes.

Stream Receiver

Receives streaming data (recipient, end point).

Stream Sender

Broadcasts live streaming data (sender, start point).

Stream Verifier
Node

Verifies live streaming status, reports performance of Stream Landing
nodes to a Stream Sender, which can trigger re-election of faulty Stream
Landing nodes.

Streaming unit (SM)

Quantifiable unit of measure for the provision of streaming services.

Supercontracts

Executable code, stored in Sirius Storage, that consists of a logical flow
for business rules and/or digital contract obligations, which can be
dependent on agreed internal and/or trusted external inputs (oracles).

Supercontract unit
(SC)

Quantifiable unit of measure for the provision of Supercontract services.

Validator Node

Collects transactions from a transaction pool and forges blocks.

Validator Verifier
Node

Verifies if transactions have been correctly validated, and replaces faulty
nodes.

XPX

Native currency of ProximaX Sirius, dictated by the blockchain protocol
that is in circulation and used to pay for core services.
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